[Role of the human thalamic parafascicular (CM-Pf) complex in neuronal mechanisms of selective attention].
Responses of 93 single units of the human thalamic CM-Pf complex to relevant and irrelevant verbal (or sensory) stimuli were studied using microelectrode technique in alert diskinetic patients suffering from the tonic forms of spasmodic torticollis during 11 stereotaxic operations. The response patterns of two types units with irregular unitary (A-type) and low-threshold bursting Ca(2+)-dependent (B-type) spike activity were studied. Three main conclusions emerge from the studies: 1) high reactivity of both A- and B-units to presentation of relevant verbal stimuli with differences of their response patterns as determined by the type of constituent elements; 2) close functional connectivity of these neuronal changes with the level of selective attention; 3) at the moment of attention activation, the appearance of transient interneuronal interactions between adjacent A and B cells characterized by the local synchronization and stabilization of rhythmic oscillations. These data point to considerable contribution of the thalamic CM-Pf complex and its neuronal mechanisms into organization of the human selective attention and triggering verbal-related processing during performance of purposive speech-provoked voluntary acts.